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History of Land and Life
The history of land and life includes all evolutionary processes here on Earth. Students learn
about ice cores and their importance to explain how Earth's climate has changed over time.
The introduction in this unit of radioactive isotopes and Law of Superposition to age the Earth
occurs. Radioactive isotopes reoccurs in the chemistry unit. Students are exposed to basic
understandings of natural selection and survival of the �ttest as well as their use to explain
evolution of life on Earth. Finally students look at evolutionary geological processes on Earth
as continental drift and the Theory of Plate Tectonics to rationalize the age of Earth.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS
These are questions we want student learners to be able to answer and explain by the end of
the unit.
 
1. How do we know how the Earth's climate has changed over time?
2. How can you stand on an ancient �oor at the top of a mountain?
3. In what ways can you support the theory that a bird, a whale, a dog and a human all have a
common ancestor?
4. What do scientists base biological classi�cation systems on?
5. How have scientists been able to estimate the age of Earth?



Importance of
ICE CORES
Click HERE to view video
segment.

Age of Earth
Click HERE to view a quick
article.

Tectonic Plates
Click HERE to access more
information.

HISTORY OF LAND AND LIFE
VOCABULARY
fossils, geologic time scale, Precambrian, Paleozoic Era,
Mesozoic Era, Cenozoic Era, fossil record, extinction,
biological evolution, natural selection, adaptation, genetic
variation, mutation, species, taxonomy, biodiverstiy, analogous
structures, homologous structures, vestigial structures,
embryology, relative age, Law of Superposition, unconformity,
index fossils, trilobites, ice cores, fault, rock cycle, absolute
age, half-life, radioactive/radiometric dating, biological
evolution, natural selection, adaptation, genetic variation,
mutation, species, taxonomy, biodiversity, geologic evolution,
plate tectonics, continental drift and Pangaea,

http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/nvei.sci.earth.climate/ice-core-record-of-climate/
http://geomaps.wr.usgs.gov/parks/gtime/ageofearth.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KB7HzF2O3Kg
https://d1zqayhc1yz6oo.cloudfront.net/c7deb5d7f7a0bb786f56cbdd807ac358.jpg
https://d1zqayhc1yz6oo.cloudfront.net/403753daf146a9aaf124fad86eb783de.gif
https://d1zqayhc1yz6oo.cloudfront.net/9d93247584bbde5dcd877e6a58334a8b.png


CONTACT MS. JOLLY
If you like this curriculum newsletter or have suggestions
please let me know.
 
 
Feel free to pass this along to others you feel might bene�t. If
you are not a subscriber, please subscribe below so you will
always receive the newsletter (total of 10 newsletters) when
we begin a new learning unit in 8th grade.
 
Cheers!

5300 Northwest School Road, … fultona2@gcsnc.com

336.605.3333 gcsnc.com/Page/25367
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